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Vivid full color professional illustrated Rainbow® chart of Foot Reflexology and related
Acupressure points of this ancient healing program. Also illustrates the precise 7 endocrine
glands and chakra points in your toes. Includes special patterns of points to massage for
commonly used areas, including for Stress relief, wellness, energy, colds & sinuses,
neck/back/arthritis help, detox & lymph, headaches, etc.5 x 11 in. 8. The special detailed color-
coded illustrations make it also easy learing for the first-time reader. Used by many professional
massage and reflexology schools. May be the only chart specially rainbow color-coded by the
Chakras and 7 endocrine glands for best learning. 2-sided, Laminated, full color illustrations. See
all 12 Charts in the Internal Light Assets Rainbow® Charts Series: search by publisher: Inner
Light Resources
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Great Chart!!! What is a great chart! The details is wonderful and so easy to use..! I could see
most of the areas without my glasses, plus my clients are able to see the areas and know very
well what I touched.... delineate the words & items depicted.Very easy to understand.... Color
coded to different parts and parts of the body.. What a help Color coded for visual stimulation
and memory! One Star As well expensive for a piece of paper laminated.. creative chart by the
individual(s) who made it.!That is such a useful chart!. And, it really is wonderful to have both
sides protected with great information. I like how there are many numbered sections to help
with better understanding. Rainbow foot reflexology chart. Awesome detail, and great color
definition. Readable and see where in fact the factors are on your toes.It is so full of information.
Good chart! This is an incredible reflexology chart, with vibrant colors to stimulate &..
Additionally it is full of information. This is a well thought out &Very excited to learn all the
pressure points and do some self therapeutic! To fit in so much info in such an organized way,
artistically as well, is a blessing.! It is a very handy device & quite properly laminated as well.
Beautiful and Very Helpful! This is beautiful and incredibly informative! I use this chart every day
at my office where I treat clients with Cold Laser beam Therapy (a kind of acupuncture without
the usage of needles). Actually helpful chart with lots of info I really like having this chart. Very
good reference chart. I like all of the info, but the print will get small. Definitely a straightforward
to understand reference. I'd buy again. Beautifully Done Just what a wonderful chart!! I cannot
say enough about the fine detail, the color, etc. I do appreciate this chart and it includes a lot of
great info. I'd very much recommend the product. They are laminated which will keep them safe
and an easy task to clean. So much info in one place Love all of the information in one place.
Simple to use and read. Not worth the purchase price Not worth the purchase price can get
itforfree Five Stars No issues, would purchase from again. Recommend Superb reference guide.
I only gave it four superstars because some of it is hard to read. It gives a good reference for
Reflexology and the health of the body from your toes. I highly recommend this. Five Stars Love
it! good reference guide I take advantage of this as an excellent reference guide when I teach
others how exactly to do foot massage almost everything the same good
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